A new academic profile page for Tilburg University: too little too late?
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“I am not planning to maintain another profile in Pure, the University’s website, or elsewhere. I keep my own website up to date and I think that’s already a lot of work…. I think it is too little too late, especially if it has such limited possibilities.”
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### Facts and figures

- **Total students**: 14,269
- **International students**: 2,064
- **Nationalities**: 102
- **Diplomas**: 4,144
- **Completed PhDs**: 118
- **Academic publications**: 1,749
- **PhD students**: 305
- **International PhD students**: 44%
- **Staff**: 1,695
- **Academic staff in FTE**: 1,002
- **Turnover**: €216
- **Bachelor's programs**: 22
- **Master's programs**: 48
- **Total programs**: 70
- **Research groups**: 35
- **Alumni**: 66,878
- **International alumni**: 5,469
- **Bachelor's students**: 7,374
- **Master's students**: 5,058

---
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Experimental economics in antitrust

Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding > Chapter > Scientific > peer review

H.T. Normann
W. Müller

Research Group: Economics
Department of Economics

This chapter assesses the scope and the specific contribution of laboratory experiments for antitrust. It reviews experiments that have addressed specific antitrust issues, problems, and institutions. The chapter mainly covers experimental studies on collusion (tacit and explicit, conscious parallelism) and exclusionary behavior (predatory pricing, foreclosure, exclusive dealing and bundling).
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The Oxford Handbook of International Antitrust Economics
R.D. Blair, D.D. Sokol
Oxford
Oxford University Press
229-253
1
9780199859191
Published - 22 Jan 2015
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Oxford Handbooks in Economics
“I have to update it myself. I keep forgetting it (and also dislike doing it, because it costs quite a bit of time) and it seems that it is never up to date. Also when looking up other researchers”
Use of other profile pages
Researchers with a non-University profile page

- None: 80%
- Personal: 10%
- Twitter: 4%
- LinkedIn: 3%
- Other (ie Researchgate, Academia etc): 2%
- Combination 2 or more: 1%
Three objectives:

1. Reuse data out of other systems:
   - Daily sync: HR-, Education system, IdM
   - Migration- sync once: Experts & Expertise

2. Encourage researchers to update profile information, publications, activities etc. in Pure

3. Implement cloud portal Pure
Flyer for our researchers….and chocolate!

Inspired by: Scott Taylor, University of Manchester
(“Raising the bar: how Pure is helping us build world class library research services at Manchester”, Pure conference Barcelona 2017)

Your Academic Profile Page in seven steps:

2. Update your profile (in English) via https://pure.uvt.nl/admin.
3. Create or connect an ORCID in Pure.
4. Upload your profile photo to Pure.
5. Update your ancillary activities (in English) in My Employee Portal.
6. Enter your publications and activities in Pure.
7. Increase your findability: add a link to your Academic Profile Page on your non-university profile pages and vice versa.

More info: www.tilburguniversity.edu/pure
Project improved profile pages

Peter Jonkers
prof.dr.
Hoogleraar, Tilburg School of Catholic Theology, The transformation of religion in late modernity: the case of new Catholicism
Full Professor, Tilburg School of Catholic Theology, Department of Systematic Theology and Philosophy

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5996-2891

Phone +31134663800, +31134663844
Email P.H.A.I.jonkers@tilburguniversity.edu

Nieuwegracht 61, Nieuwegracht Building, room NE 103
3512 LG Utrecht
Netherlands

Accepting PhD Students

VOIPREG

IDM
Project improved profile pages

Peter Jonkers
prof.dr.
Full Professor, Tilburg School of Catholic Theology, The transformation of religion in late modernity: the case of new Catholicism - Full Professor, Tilburg School of Catholic Theology, Department of Systematic Theology and Philosophy
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5996-2891

Research interests
My teaching and research expertise comprises philosophy of religion (especially various aspects of religion on the public sphere, such as religious tolerance, violence, diversity, truth), metaphysics, philosophy of culture, and history of modern philosophy (especially Hegel and his contemporaries).

Career
Since 2006 I work as full professor of philosophy at Tilburg University (School of Catholic Theology). From 2009 till 2013 I served as vice-dean for research, and in 2013 I was interim dean of the TST. From 1991 till 2006 I was full professor of philosophy at the Catholic Theological University at Utrecht, which merged with Tilburg University on July 1st 2006. From 1993 till 1996 and from 2003 till 2006 I was rector of the CTU. From 1997 till 2003 I was president of the Dutch Catholic School Council (a part-time position). From 1983 till 1991 I taught philosophy at the University of Theology and Pastoral Care at Heerlen, first as assistant professor and from 1989 as full professor.

Teaching
In the BA of the Faculty of Catholic Theology I teach the course Systematic Philosophy; in the MA I teach the courses Christian/Catholic identity and the

Education/Academic qualification
Philosophy, PhD, Catholic University Leuven
Philosophy, Master's Degree, Catholic University Leuven

External positions
Guest lecturer (Université de Fribourg)
16 Oct 2018 → 20 Oct 2018
Member of the Steering Committee (Fédération Internationale des Sociétés de Philosophie)
16 Aug 2018 → ...
Member of an accreditation panel for the Faculty of Theology of Regensburg University (AKAST)
17 Jan 2017 → 19 Jan 2017

Keywords
Philosophy Of Religion | Modern Philosophy, History Of | Metaphysics | Jacobi, F.H.
Project improved profile pages

Peter Jonkers

Full Professor, Tilburg School of Catholic Theology, Tilburg University

Current courses

- Click here for my courses.

PhD supervision

- First supervisor of J. S. Jose, *The Role of Religion in Public Sphere according to Rawls and Gandhi: Exploring Reasonable and Spiritual Overlapping Consensus* (TIU: ongoing)


Reuse of data in Pure

- Succesfactors (HRM)
- SAP HR
- VoIPreg
- IDM
- E&E DB

External positions

Job title + organization data
Academic+ support staff

Phone + Room numbers

Email addresses

PGPRD (tables)

Academic staff data

Person Sync

Configurable

Pure backend

Pure portal

Data entry academic staff
Academic profile information & publications

External positions

Person Sync

Person data:
- PERSON_DATA
- PERSON_EXTERNAL_POSITIONS
- PERSON_KEYWORDS
- PERSON_LINKS
- PERSON_NAMES
- PERSON_PHOTOS
- PERSON_PROFILE_INFORMATION
- PERSON_TITLES
- STAFF_ORG_RELATION

Academic profile information & publications
How do we help our researchers: help texts backend
How do we help our researchers: FAQs
How do we help our researchers: user manual


Personal Identification

Under “Personal Identification,” first and last name, nationality, some name variants, title, and employee ID are imported from My Employee Portal (Human Resource system of Tilburg University) on a daily basis.

If your nationality has been entered incorrectly, please contact your line manager or HR advisor. You can change your name and titles yourself in My Employee Portal. If, in My Employee Portal, your title is not available in the pull-down list, you can contact the HR Service Center (hservices@tilburguniversity.edu).
First comments after go live of portal

- In use since October 16, 2018
- “New profiles look very nice!”
- Big improvement compared to E&E
- Increased registration of publications and activities
  - External positions shown too prominently
  - PhD dissertations shown in publication list professors
  - Emphasis on quantity by showing graphic with publications
For a successful implementation of profile pages in the Pure cloud portal:

• Make maximum use of profile data already recorded in other university systems
• Point out the benefits of using the university profile page to researchers
• Let researchers link as much as possible to their other profile pages
• Guide your researchers in keeping their profile pages up to date with help texts, FAQs and a customized manual
Questions?

Mailto:

f.g.diepmaat@tilburguniversity.edu
Thank you for your attention!